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Chapter 1

Your Focus
This book is written especially for:

• Salespeople who know they can make  
more money

• Business owners and those in private 
practice who feel they have to sell and it’s  
a drag

• Managers who know they can guide  
their team more effectively

• Professionals in all fields who want to reach 
their financial goals

If you’re reading this book, I know something about 
you. I know that you’ve had some success but feel deep 
down inside that you could have much more. You’re 
tired of trying to sell while being somewhat in the dark 
about your client’s thoughts and beliefs. You’re ready to 
begin to know them better than they know themselves 
and use that information to close more sales.

The kind of knowledge you want from your clients is 
right in front of you. And it has been all the time. You 
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just haven’t known what to look for or how to use that 
previously hidden information to benefit you both.

The pages of this book reveal a system that worked 
for me and thousands of clients. It’s a system that 
will increase sales when you commit to perfecting 
the techniques outlined. It will fundamentally change 
the way you see yourself and others. It will make you 
magnetic so that people can’t say no to you. Studies 
at the Center for Body Language have proven that 
those who master this type of system sell 20% 
more than those who don’t.  And that’s across all 
industries!

I challenge you to become an expert using the    
system. And experts know more than is immediately 
obvious. They become a student of their field of 
knowledge and always are searching for more 
information. So don’t just read this book and put it 
away. Apply what’s outlined in your life every day. Not 
just sometimes when it’s convenient. All the time. When 
you make it part of the fiber of your being, success in 
volumes will come.

Persuasion and influence are a little bit art and a 
little bit science. These pages cover not only what to 
do but also give you the background on the science of 
why you should do it. Only in applying the skills will you 
be able to refine the skills and make the science work 
for you.
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This is a step by step system. This book is the 
second step in the process. The first step is to read 
Body Language Confidential. Memorize it. Carry it with 
you. Make notes in the pages. Most importantly, wake 
up and pay attention to what messages others are really 
sending you. Start to practice how you should respond 
to the unspoken messages others are always sending. 
Once you get yourself attuned to reading others’ body 
language, then and only then will you succeed at the 
Body Language for Profits System and see the increase 
in sales that you know is possible for you.

Just to attune yourself and call attention to some of 
the most important postures and gestures detailed in 
Body Language Confidential, the following pages of 
this chapter highlight 10 of the most important things 
you’ll see people do in sales.

My goal for you in reading this book is not only 
to persuade and influence others. It’s to become 
exponentially magnetic and charismatic so that people 
are inexplicably drawn to you. Sales get lots easier 
when people are attracted to the great energy you’re 
giving off. So be ready to look deep inside yourself and 
get rid of anything that’s stopping it from happening.

The higher your level of commitment, the better 
results you’ll have. And I’m not just talking about 
commitment to this program. I’m talking about 
commitment to achieving your financial goals. If you’re 
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comfortable enough to not really need to increase your 
income, this system won’t work as well for you as for 
someone who is 100% committed to skyrocketing their 
performance.

The choice is yours. And the only thing you risk by 
not committing is that everything will stay the same.
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Chapter 2

Body Language 
Sales ‘Tells’ 
In this chapter: 

• 10 of the most important tells to look for
• What they mean
• How to appropriately respond

Leaning In
When others are seated, watch the angle of their 

back. If they’re leaning forward, they’re interested. 
Leaning away, they’re probably not.

If you want to get someone interested who’s showing 
signs of disinterest, put something in front of them that 
they need to lean in and see. Where the body goes, the 
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mind will follow. Get them into that interested position 
and soon they will be!

Critical Evaluation
This position with the hand in a fist and the index 

finger pointing up along the side of the face indicates 
interest but with critical evaluation. The weight of the 
head isn’t resting on any part of the hand.

When you see this, keep talking! You’ve got their 
attention. But ask a few questions to understand what’s 
really on their mind. Instead of just presenting your 
idea, you’ll be able to speak to their needs and get their 
agreement.
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The Double Whammy
When you see someone with arms and legs crossed, 

they’re really closed to whatever is going on around 
them. It could be the situation, an outside event or 
your idea. The fellow reading the paper is even more 
closed and doesn’t want to be bothered. He’s blocking 
out everything around him by shielding himself with his 
newspaper.

When you see this level of resistance, it’s important 
to put yourself in their shoes and consider why they 
could be feeling closed. It doesn’t necessarily make 
them a bad person, it could be a normal response. 
Who wants to be completely open while waiting for 
their third flight of the day in a noisy airport? Who 
would be open when their kids won’t go outside and 
play, instead choosing to watch their third episode of 
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Jackass? Probably nobody. When trying to persuade 
a person like this, take them on a walk and share with 
them your thoughts. Remember—an open body leads 
to an open mind.

Ready for Action!
When people scoot forward a bit in their seat with 

their back straight, one foot back and one foot forward, 
they’re ready for action. They’re ready to sign that 
contract or get whatever idea that’s been presented to 
them in progress.

If you’re in sales and you see this, stop talking and 
get them to immediately sign the contract! They’ve 
made up their mind. If you say any more, you run the 
risk of killing the deal!
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Superiority Power Play
When people lean back, cross their legs and lock 

their hands behind their head, they’re uninterested 
AND they think they are far superior to you. This is one 
of the most arrogant and belittling positions one can 
take.

When you see this, you need to decide if you want 
to work with the person. They’re belittling you. And you 
only get treated how you let yourself get treated, so get 
out of there. You’re better than to put up with people 
treating you this way!
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Loosely Crossed Arms
A tilted head indicates curiosity, and loosely crossed 

arms indicate comparison. Typically the person with 
this pose is comparing what they see to what they 
know—and the two are different.

When you see this, you know that you’ve got their 
interest, you just need to spin the information so that 
it fits their model of the world. You’ll help yourself by 
getting them to uncross their arms. Just hand them 
something to hold, or go for a walk. They’ll open right 
up, and agreement will surface.
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Tightly Crossed Arms
When people cross their arms tightly, they’re very 

closed to what’s going on. Chances are you’re not 
going to get them to change their minds, either. And if 
they cross them while making a fist, they’re mad, too.

If you want to strategically use your body language, 
cross your arms just as tightly as theirs. Use some 
tension in your voice. People who are being this 
negative are usually doing so because they want to 
be understood. If you just match their body language, 
you’ll give them the unconscious message that you 
really get them. Once this meeting of the minds occurs, 
they’ll loosen up, and effective conversation can start. 
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The Finger Point
No matter if someone’s finger is pointed up or at you, 

they’re being aggressive. 
When you see this, watch out! They’re angry 

enough to come after you in one way or another—
wars, sanctions, a fight or just lingering hostility. You 
can point back if you want, but it will likely escalate the 
situation. The best plan is usually to work to diffuse the 
situation.
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Ultimate Confidence
Lightly touching one’s fingertips together shows 

ultimate confidence. It’s an elegant look but can be 
intimidating in some situations. So use it wisely!

If you’re needing to feel confident, just put your 
fingertips together in this manner! Where the body 
goes, the mind will follow. And in just a few seconds 
you’ll be feeling confident and ready for action!
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Candor
When people show you their palms, they’re sending 

the message that they’ve got nothing to hide. Whatever 
is coming out of their mouth is their truth, though it’s not 
necessarilly THE absolute truth.

When you see this, just notice if what they say jives 
with what you know. It may. Or you may sniff out some 
inconsistencies in their story. But what they say is 
absolutely what they believe.

How many times have you seen these gestures 
and just kept right on talking….like nothing happened? 
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Probably a lot. Sales increase when you take the time 
to WATCH what goes on around you and then shift your 
behavior and what you say as a result. When you can 
suddenly speak to people’s unspoken messages they’ll 
LOVE you. Even if you only memorize, watch for and 
react to these 10 gestures, you’ll be way ahead of the 
game. But there’s lots more to learn. Don’t sell yourself 
short. Make sure you read Body Language Confidential 
before you go any further in this book.

Summary…
 • People are telling you what’s on their minds 
             with every movement
 • Take Responsibility! If people are in a closed 
              position, get them to move to a 
              more open position.
 • Shift your behavior and language as a result 
             of what you see, not necessarily  
             what you hear.
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Chapter 3

Why People Buy 
From YOU
In this chapter…

• How your unconscious mind makes 
decisions

• The power of filters in the creation of 
behaviors

• How your values and beliefs can create 
success or failure—without you even 
knowing it

I wanted to fire him so badly. I had the letter all 
written up. I was so tired of working with someone who 
didn’t seem to get where I was coming from at all. But 
my boyfriend talked me out of hitting ‘send’ right away. 

They say selling a house is the most stressful thing 
you’ll ever do and my realtor was only contributing to 
that stress. My boyfriend and I had found the perfect 
house. We really wanted it and all I had to do was sell 
mine so we’d have the down payment. It sounded easy 
enough…. 
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But my realtor had become my enemy. In addition 
to trying to manage my own emotions, I had to 
emotionally guard myself from his repeated comments 
that just proved he didn’t know where I was coming 
from at all or what was important to me. His answers 
to questions and suggestions on how to deal with the 
buyer of my house and the seller of the new house 
seemed absolutely outrageous. Instead of playing on 
my team, he seemed like he was on his own team. 

I couldn’t fire him because we’d come so far on both 
transactions. Starting over with a new agent would 
significantly hinder both deals; maybe the whole thing 
would fall apart. But that wouldn’t be the worst case, as 
he thought it would be. The worst case from my point 
of view was that my house would sell and the deal 
to get the new house would fall through. Then I’d be 
homeless and forced into moving more than once until 
we found another house that would fit our needs. The 
market was tight, few of them fit our needs and they 
were really expensive…. And it felt like my realtor just 
didn’t care about my potential homelessness. 

This scenario and others like it play out daily. And it’s 
totally avoidable. 

Study after study has proven that no matter how 
logical we think we are, we make buying decisions 
based on our emotions – on how we feel. Logic is 
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only used to justify the purchase after the decision has 
already been made.

These studies focus on the power of the unconscious 
mind. That’s the part of you that you’re not consciously 
paying attention to. The part of you that’s on autopilot 
and the part that, without training, you can’t control. It’s 
the part of you that beats you heart, controls breathing 
and digestion; it’s in charge of your memory, habits, 
gut reactions and behaviors. It’s the part of you that 
instantly knows if you love someone and the part of 
you that can feel just a little creeped out by another 
person. 

It’s often the part of us that we minimize because 
we think we’re smarter than our gut reactions and our 
feelings. But it’s the part of us that really controls what 
we buy and who we buy from.

The unconscious mind makes the majority of your 
buying decisions for you. Sure, there’s logic involved. 
But logic is often less than 1% of a buying decision. It 
takes all the info available and filters it through your 
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values and beliefs. It’s also has 26 filters that come 
built-in and create emotions. 

No matter how smart and logical anyone thinks they 
are, they make decisions based on feelings. If you don’t 
feel good about something or someone, you won’t buy. 
Period. Or if you do buy while not feeling good, you’ll 
likely have buyer’s remorse and return the product or 
not come back for more.

Your job is to make people feel great about you. 
That will unconsciously transfer to the product you’re 
selling. 

Honda Motors knows this. In a recent study, people 
who walked off one of their car lots without buying were 
interviewed. Of the people fully intending to buy a car 
during their visit, 60% of those who didn’t buy left 
because they didn’t like their car salesman.

 This is a very expensive problem to have, both in 
the salesperson’s time and money! 

Persuasion is defined as convincing someone to 
change their behavior. To put more money in your 
pocket, understanding how filters and values are 
embedded in the unconscious mind to create feelings 
and behaviors is very valuable. 
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Filters

Let’s take a look at how behavior is 
created:

An external event happens, and you’re made aware 
of it by your central nervous system. Before it’s stored, 
it goes through your filters so you can make meaning of 
it. There are 26 filters and most are outside the scope 
of this book. For our purposes, first let’s talk about the 
simplest filters: deletion, distortion and generalization.

Deletion
Deletion is when something happens and you don’t 

see it or you ignore it. You may be aware of it, but you 
unconsciously don’t assign any meaning or weight to 
it. We do this in relationships all the time. Ladies, how 
many times have you said, “He did _____(insert total 
jerk move here), but he’s not really that way.” This is a 
deletion. You’re not paying attention to the signs! An 
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easy way to regulate this and make your life easier is 
to believe people the first time they say something or 
do something! If something negative happens once, 
shame on them. When it happens again, shame on 
you.

Distortion
Distortion happens when you make molehills into 

mountains, or mountains into molehills. You’re distorting 
what really happened.

Generalizations
Generalizations are an important function. These 

allow us to draw broad conclusions based on just a 
few experiences—or maybe just one. Without them 
you’d be relearning everything all the time. This is how 
you know you can sit in a chair that you’ve never seen 
before. 

With patterns, we unconsciously know that if 
something happened in a certain situation, it’s probably 
going to happen in the next situation. It may or may not 
happen, but it gives us a good idea of what’s ahead. It’s 
really just expecting to see certain patterns. Sometimes 
you anticipate really great things. Sometimes you 
anticipate lousy things.

Generalizations are deeply unconscious. They can 
be the tint to the glasses through which we see the 
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world, and you may not even realize it at the time!
All of these filters add up to paint a picture in your 

mind. They help you place meaning on events. It’s an 
internal representation (or IR) of how you hold this event 
in your mind. It’s completely based on your filters, and 
it’s unique to you.

This explains why when two people are presented 
with the same sales pitch they may present different 
behaviors as a result. They have a different IR. Your IR 
controls your emotional state. For simplicity, you have 
two states: happy and less than happy. People think 
emotions are complex, but they’re not. How you feel 
affects your state and in turn your behavior.

Let’s talk about more detailed filters that can signifi-
cantly alter behavior:

Same vs. Different
People are always determining whether new 

experiences are the same as things they have already 
experienced in the past - or if they are different. This 
causes people to ignore much of the information that’s 
different. Sameness equates to comfort in the human 
mind… We are constantly – albeit unconsciously – 
scanning and searching for the type of people who 
match our model of the world. The type of people 
we are comfortable being around. We seek out such 
people. And when we find them, we tend to instantly 
like them, and trust on a very deep level. We’re drawn 
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to them because they make us feel good. It’s this filter 
that makes the Body Language for Profits System really 
work. Skip this principle and your success rate will drop 
significantly. Internalize it and success will be yours. 

A mismatch of deeply held but unconscious 
values and filters always causes miscommunication, 
misunderstandings, and often conflict (from mild 
misunderstandings leading up to the most extreme 
violence).

Apply this to any and every sales situation you 
may find yourself in – it’s critical that your prospect or 
customer is COMFORTABLE with you and feels like 
you are a MATCH to their view of the world –that you 
are somebody they can like and trust.

All of the information you need to connect on a deep 
level is right there in front of you. It’s being unconsciously 
transmitted. Your customer cannot avoid sending all 
this information. They are not even aware they are 
doing it.

You’ve got to know two things to put the Same vs. 
Different filter to use for you. 

• People like people like them. They want to do 
business with people like them. They want to 
surround themselves with people like them. That 
means it’s to your advantage to be like them. 
You’ve got to get comfortable with behavioral 
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flexibility. That’s simply behaving in ways other 
than what’s natural to you, but are natural to your 
customer. It’s being able to subtly shift your body 
language, tonality and words. You need to get 
comfortable doing it so it’s easy and natural.

Unless you’ve been trained, you probably just say 
whatever you say and do whatever you do and 
hope that the message gets across exactly as you 
intended. Attention to what the other person is doing 
and doing it yourself will create this sameness. And 
by the time you’re finished with this book, you’ll have 
the tools to be able to effortlessly enact this filter.

This filter doesn’t just work for individuals. Big 
companies know it too, and go to great lengths to 
brand themselves to match your personality. Discover 
credit card company even did a series of commercials 
featuring this filter!

Check out this video: http://tinyurl.com/pqcufxx
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• Your customers are looking for you to match their idea 
of what a salesperson should do. The catch is that 
they’ll rarely tell you exactly what that is! But they’re 
always telling you through their body language.

The key is to be able to pick up on these unspoken 
cues and again be flexible in your behavior so you 
can fill their needs.
 
At a recent speaking engagement for a wedding 

dress shop, one of the most successful salespeople 
there said she literally takes on the personality of her 
bride. She’s using behavioral flexibility brilliantly. 

Attention Direction
This filter can be one of the most subtle and perhaps 

the most important. It deals with how you show other 
people that you care about them and their responses. 
It’s how you pay attention to them. 

People love it when you make them feel special- 
like they’re the only person that matters to you at that 
moment.

When you strategically use your body language as 
detailed in the rest of this book and especially in the 
video, you can ensure that you are making them feel 
like they’re the only person in the world. 

You can create this feeling almost instantly by using 
your body language strategically. You’ll see a spark 
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from your customer because maybe nobody has ever 
taken the time to connect with them like this. You’ll 
make yourself magnetic. They’ll accept your ideas 
and they’ll want to do business with you but they won’t 
know why. 

Once you’ve been able to set your customer’s filters 
to ‘positive’ about you, you’ll be able to guide and direct 
your customer’s mind with your words, which will have 
dramatic impact on your sales. We’ll cover that in the 
chapters that follow.   They’ll be very easily persuaded 
because you’ve put them in a state to be highly 
suggestable. They’re open, comfortable and accepting 
of your ideas, no matter what they are, and if you get 
good at it, your words don’t even have to make sense 
for them to say yes! It’s that powerful.

Remember, all of this is deeply unconscious. And 
happens every day naturally. Soon you’ll be able to take 
what’s naturally unconscious and use it consciously to 
connect with people automatically.

But there are more factors that determine the 
behavior of both you and your customer. 

Values and Beliefs
Values are those things that we are willing to expend 

resources for to obtain or have. Values are largely 
unconscious and at the deepest level, and they drive 
ALL human behavior. Second, they serve as after–the-
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fact evaluation criteria for all of our actions. Values 
are the way we judge good and bad, right and wrong, 
appropriateness and inappropriateness. 

Our beliefs go hand-in-hand with our values..they’re 
linked together. Beliefs are more conscious than values. 
They’re statements about how we perceive the world. 

Beliefs are often created simply by watching our 
parents interact when we were very, very young. Often 
these interactions are now outside of our awareness. 
We’ve come to accept them as the way the world is. 
They serve as a core basis for our personality.

When it comes to the psychology of buying and 
selling, it is important to recognize that people have 
beliefs and values around cause and effect, boundaries 
and capabilities and that these effectively control our 
actions.

If any of the following thoughts are running through 
your head:

• I don’t deserve the big commission I’ll make on 
this sale …

• I’m not good enough to sell such a luxurious 
product …

• I’d rather be doing something else …
• Money is the root of all evil
• My customers are idiots
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Or anything else negative during any moment of the 
sales process - YOUR CLIENT WILL KNOW ALMOST 
INSTANTLY and will not buy from you... or you’ll find 
a way to sabotage the sale. You’d never consciously 
choose these beliefs or the resulting behaviors. But it’s 
possible they’re lurking the shadows of your mind.

Unfortunately, you may not even know you 
have   these beliefs – but your body language will be 
broadcasting them loud and clear.

So how can you unmask your hidden beliefs and 
change your thinking so you don’t have to repeat the 
same deal killing mistakes over and over?

First, you’ve got to understand exactly what your 
values and beliefs are.

Second, you’ve got to change your physiology so 
you can change your mind. After all, where the body 
goes, the mind will follow. 

Keep reading, we’ll cover all of this in the next 
chapter.
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Summary…
• We make decisions based on how we feel—it’s 

deeply unconscious.

• Some of the most important filters in sales are 
attention direction and same vs different. Use 
these to make yourself likeable!

• Your own values and beliefs will affect your body 
language. Get clarity on what you’re projecting!
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Chapter 4

Your Negative 
Beliefs Kill Sales
In this chapter:

• How communication really happens
• How your body language can create  
  negativity in you
• How to change negative patterns using  
   body language
• Power moves
 
In the summer of 2012, my phone rang. It was a 

producer from the local Fox News channel. There had 
recently been a big movie theater shooting in Denver. 
The suspect was caught and brought into court where 
he displayed some body language that was quite 
unusual. They wanted me to interpret the meaning on 
the morning news. 

My task was to find the video of his court hearing 
online, analyze it and come in with something meaningful 
to say. I had never been on TV for interpreting body 
language. I didn’t know that anyone would think to call 
a body language expert for TV commentary. 
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Fortunately it wasn’t tough to decipher what he 
was doing. In watching the video, I learned that mass 
murderers, business people and even nuns are people. 
And body language tells are consistent across them 
all. 

This murderer wasn’t allowed to say anything in 
court, but his body language told the whole story. He 
was angry and scared. Anyone in his shoes would 
have those emotions. He showed it in a bit more subtle 
way than most, but he still showed it. That’s because 
people are always communicating. The only question 
is if you’re going to develop the skills to listen…

You can check out my interview here. 
http://youtu.be/gn0vGyoUPjQ

Here’s a subsequent interview where I was asked 
about the possibility of parents being involved in the 
disappearance of their little girl. Were they involved in 
the kidnapping or not?
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http://youtu.be/FyzEm-cPEgo 

You are always communicating. 
You are never NOT communicating.

When your mouth is closed, what’s going on in your 
mind is being transmitted loud and clear through your 
body language. When you do get the chance to talk, 
know that many studies have shown that body language 
is a HUGE part of the meaning of your message. It’s 
not what you said, it’s how you said it, right? 
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Without knowing exactly what values and beliefs you 
have, you probably haven’t been aware of exactly what 
messages you’ve been sending about yourself. Right 
about now you’re probably asking…Wait a minute. I 
thought we were going to talk about how to persuade 
my customer. And you’re right. Once you understand 
yourself deeply, you’ll have much more clarity when 
working to understand the motives of your client.

A couple of ways to understand what’s holding you 
back (and what you’re projecting):

1. Read your own body language …
2. Dig deeper and really bringing your limiting 

beliefs and limiting decisions to the forefront 
of your consciousness.

Let’s explore both but first check out this video 
to learn how bad the wrong body language looks. 
You’ll enjoy these Costa Rican time share sales 
pitches.

http://youtu.be/dtqKf1ohs2E  
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Reading Your Own Body Language
Our body language is downright sloppy most of the 

time. We often slouch, lean on one leg and cross our 
arms in response to just about any situation, good or 
bad. What would happen if you started to pay attention 
to your physiology in finer detail? You’d probably get 
lots of information about yourself.

When certain subjects come up, like having money, 
being rich or making the sale, just notice what you do. 
Do you subtly shift your body or get fidgety? Do you 
rub your neck, or make yourself smaller by narrowing 
your stance or putting your arms behind your back? 
Or do you make yourself bigger in ways like standing 
up straighter, spreading your arms out or clasping your 
hands behind your head? 

You may make these movements and argue, “but 
it’s comfortable” or,  “but I had an itch.” Of course that’s 
the case. The body will find a comfortable position that 
matches your thoughts in any given moment.

It’s up to you to pay more attention to what’s 
going on in your mind when you see yourself use 
more disempowering or “small” body language. The 
thoughts may be only whispers. Just take the time and 
tune in to your mind when you see these movements 
from yourself. Ask yourself the tough questions in the 
moment. Are you nervous about the topic? Scared or 
fearful? What beliefs are running through your mind?
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These aren’t usually answers that you want to hear 
about yourself. But that’s exactly why you need to hear 
them. It’s only then that you can start to change these 
disempowering beliefs.

Here’s are some disempowering body language to 
notice:

• Crossing legs
• Crossing arms
• Scratching the back of your neck
• Slouching
• Sitting when you could stand
• Making yourself small
• Covering your mouth
• Rolling your lips in
• Shaking your head 
• Leaning away
• Pointing your foot toward the door
• Sewing machine heel or bouncing your heel
• Clasping your hands in the ”fig leaf” position

Just notice what’s going on in your mind that causes 
you to create these behaviors. What are the thoughts 
or beliefs you’re holding on to?

Here are a few example questions to get the gears 
turning.
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What are your beliefs about money?

• Is it hard to get? Easy to get?

• Do you believe rich people and corporations are 
bad?

• Do you believe you can enjoy the process of 
making money, or is it a drag?

• Do you believe there’s no need to work because 
the government will take it all?

• Do you deserve to have lots of money, or do you 
expect to just scrape by?

• Can you make money while doing something 
you don’t enjoy or do you HAVE to enjoy your 
work to be successful?

Just keep asking yourself to uncover as many of 
your beliefs as possible. Some of your beliefs are 
probably great. Go ahead and write those down. Make 
sure you search to find the disempowering ones. Once 
you know you have these and can short circuit them 
with your body language, you’ll think, act and behave 
differently. You’ll project entirely different energy and 
your client will respond!

Go ahead…use the space on the next page to write 
down any of your beliefs. Don’t judge what you write. 
Just write! Do yourself a favor and take your time. You 
may even need to revisit this exercise and add more 
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as they come into your mind. Now is your chance to 
uncover those beliefs that have been hiding and holding 
you back so you can change them to empower you. 

Write down your beliefs and values around money 
here:
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Change Negative Beliefs Using 
Your Body Language

More importantly, what are you going to do about 
these beliefs? Self-inflicted negativity can be created 
instantly and keep coming in a way the seems like you 
can’t stop it. You may know exactly what belief it is 
that’s haunting you. Or you may just get a feeling that’s 
less than 100% positive in a certain situation. 

When you catch yourself playing an old tape of 
disempowering beliefs that simply aren’t true, move into 
a power position. Move instantly. Make yourself bigger 
and you’ll notice that thought literally goes away.  

Watch this video to see how it looks and how easy 
it really is! 

http://youtu.be/VIWo5m_ujKg 

When you move, you’ll short circuit that negative 
thought. Just get up and go for a quick walk if nothing 
else. Over time you’ll interrupt your thought pattern so 
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frequently that the interruption will become part of the 
pattern. You’re building a new neurological behavior 
pathway that is physically short-circuiting your ability 
to have that disempowering thought. AND you’re 
projecting an entirely different message to anyone near 
you at the time.

The key is that you pay attention to your body 
language!

If you want to do some real therapeutic work on 
yourself because you don’t want to try changing your 
thoughts in a real conversation, do this:

1. Pick a negative thought from the list you created 
on page 42.

2. Notice how it makes you feel and your resulting 
body language. Really feel the weight of the 
belief. Notice how your body language adjusts to 
fit that feeling.

3. As you’re feeling that negative feeling and 
thinking that negative thought, just move into a 
power position. And stay there. You’ll notice that 
it’s nearly impossible to hold those old, negative 
thoughts in consciousness. You’ll feel MUCH 
more powerful because where the body goes 
the mind will follow.
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4. This is not an instant, permanent fix. But taking 
the time to do this over and over does work. 

Are there other ways to make a change? Sure—if 
you want to pay a therapist. So let’s talk about ways you 
can change your mind (and your customer’s opinion of 
you) just through changing your physiology.

Over time you’ll automatically start using power 
positions, and those negative thoughts will greatly 
diminish or go away all together.

 

POWER Positions—make yourself bigger!

On Aug 20, 2013, Sue Shellenbarger at The Wall 
Street Journal wrote about power positions:
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How Power Poses Can Help Your Career:  Posture 
actually affects a person’s hormones and 
behavior, new research shows

Striking a powerful pose can reduce symptoms of 
stress, says Dana Carney, an assistant professor at the 
Haas School of Business at the University of California, 
Berkeley. Subjects in a recent study she headed were 
guided for five minutes into either high-power poses 
or low-power postures, slumping or leaning back 
with arms or ankles crossed. They then delivered a 
videotaped speech before critical evaluators dressed 
in white lab coats and holding clipboards. Those who 
had practiced a power pose before the speech showed 
lower cortisol levels and fewer outward signs of stress, 
such as anxious smiles or biting a lip. 

Assuming an expansive body position can also 
increase testosterone, which tends to boost confidence 
and aggressive behavior, according to another study 
co-authored by Dr. Carney. Subjects who struck power 
poses for two minutes had higher testosterone levels 
later and were more likely to take a gamble when given 
the chance. Some 86% of high-power posers risked 
losing $2 they were given in return for a 50-50 chance 
of doubling it, compared with 60% of low-power posers 
who took the bet, according to the 2010 study, published 
in the journal Psychological Science.

Power posing is also linked to improved performance. 
In another study published last year, led by Amy J.C. 
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Cuddy, an associate professor of business admin-
istration at Harvard Business School, participants who 
struck power poses for several minutes before beginning 
a mock job interview received better reviews and were 
more likely to be chosen for hire—even though the 
evaluators had never seen them in the poses. 

Other research links power posing before a college-
entrance exam to improved scores, Dr. Carney says. 

Researchers are studying why the effects of the 
power pose linger after a person returns to a normal, 
relaxed stance. One theory: It may prompt lingering 
changes in voice pitch or facial expression.

Most speakers aren’t aware of the signals they send 
through body language, says Kelly Decker, president 
of Decker Communications, a San Francisco coaching, 
training and consulting firm. “We pick up habits, such 
as walking into a meeting and sitting down with our 
shoulders slumped, and we don’t even think about it.” 

After seeing himself on video, Steven Murray of 
Houston learned to lean forward more. Murray says 
seeing himself on video last year when he was working 
with Decker coaches helped him realize that “you’re 
broadcasting nonverbal information to listeners from 
the moment you step up to the podium.” Mr. Murray, 
president of Direct Energy Residential, an energy 
company based in Houston, says he learned to adjust 
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his posture, leaning slightly forward rather than standing 
straight upright in the authoritative stance he formerly 
used as a military officer. “Leaning forward really 
engages people” and helps get his message across, 
he says. 

Hunching over a smartphone before a meeting or 
presentation may be self-defeating, because it forces 
the user into a low-power pose, according to a recent 
study led by Maarten Bos, then a postdoctoral research 
fellow at Harvard Business School. Participants 
were assigned to complete several tasks on one of 
four gadgets—a hand-held device, a tablet, a laptop 
or a desktop. Then, the researcher tested subjects’ 
willingness to interrupt another person, a power-related 
behavior. He left each subject alone in the room with 
instructions to come get him if he didn’t return in five 
minutes. Subjects who worked on the hand-held device 
waited significantly longer before interrupting him, 
compared with those on desktops, and some didn’t 
come out at all, suggesting their low-power posture 
sparked feelings of powerlessness.

Breaking old body-language habits takes practice, 
sometimes years. Pamela Lentz used to wave her 
hands while speaking on her job as a principal at a 
management-consulting firm, making some co-workers 
“think I was too emotional or too passionate,” says Ms. 
Lentz, a Leesburg, Va., management consultant. She 
also tended to fold her arms across her chest while 
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listening, drawing criticism that she lacked presence. “It 
looks as if you are withdrawing from the conversation,” 
she says. Her body language was holding her back in 
her career, colleagues told her.

She worked with executive coach Tim Allard on 
changing her posture and movements. “We wanted her 
to project calmness and confidence,” says Mr. Allard, co-
owner of Odyssey Inc., a Charlottesville, Va., executive 
and business consulting firm. He videotaped her and, 
with Ms. Lentz’s permission, asked her subordinates 
for feedback. 

Ms. Lentz began leaning forward and placing her 
hands firmly on the table when speaking. She also put 
an elastic band around her wrist and snapped it now 
and then when her hands were hidden under a table or 
desk, to remind her to keep them still when she began 
speaking. 

Gradually, as she practiced the new habits, says Ms. 
Lentz, “I felt more in control, and I was having more 
impact in the discussions.” She was soon promoted to 
partner. 
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Who’s in Charge Here?
Researchers have identified high- and low-

power body language.  Spot which positions convey 
authority.

Try taking this quiz to measure your knowledge of 
power poses:

A. Taking up a large swath of desktop real estate
B. Crossing the arms and legs
C. Touching the neck, face or hand
D. Staking out a broad surface with the hands
E. Leaning elbows on the table arms folded
F. Opening limbs expansively 

A.

B. C.

D. E.

F.
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Answers to the Quiz: ‘Who’s In Charge Here?’
  
  High-power: A, D, F
  Low-power: B, C, E

A: Expansively taking up a large swath of desktop 
real estate conveys power and confidence.

B: Crossing the arms and legs in a close-bodied 
posture expresses powerlessness, as if trying to 
take up as little space as possible.

C: Touching the neck, face or hand is a symptom of 
stress, suggesting anxiety or a lack of control.

D: Staking out a broad surface with the hands 
conveys a sense of control.

E: Folding arms in front of the chest suggests 
defensiveness.

F: Opening limbs expansively expresses power 
and dominance.

Source: University of California, Berkeley, Haas 
School of Business

(Article and quiz reprinted with permission of the Wall Street 
Journal and Dow Jones and Company, Inc.)
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Summary:
• Where the body goes the mind will follow.

• Reading your own body language can be very 
enlightening. Are you making yourself powerful 
and positive or powerless and negative?

• What are your limiting beliefs? Know what you’re 
projecting.

• Over time you can eliminate your own negativity 
just by using power positions.
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Chapter 5

Create High 
Suggestibility 
Through YOUR 
Body Language

  
In this chapter:

• What rapport really is and how to create it
• Strategic body language for persuasion
• Pitfalls to be certain to avoid
• Leading people to agreement

I generally get a lot of what I want.  I negotiate 
great deals, get discounts, free stuff and favors quite 
frequently. I have developed the knack of getting friends 
and business associates to move to action in ways that 
they normally wouldn’t. 

My business colleagues know that I’m a persuasion 
expert, my personal friends have only recently figured 
it out. And it was only in a conversation between them 
that they realized they were taking actions just slightly 
out of the normal for them…and it was only because I 
had asked.
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You can have the keys to the universe when you master 
the art of putting others in a suggestible state. That’s when 
they’re open, comfortable and receptive to you and your 
message, no matter what it is. Connection with another 
person is the key to creating that suggestibility. When 
you’ve got that deep level of rapport, you can easily get 
agreement, especially in a sales environment. 

Certainly you know what rapport is. It’s more than just 
being in good communication or a nice state of flow with 
another person. It could feel like a spark or magnetism 
between you both. There are lots of ways to describe it, 
but it boils down to a feeling. In a conversation, you’ve got 
it, or you don’t. 

It’s like walking into a party and seeing someone across 
the room and just knowing, “ I’ve got to meet that person.” 
Then, when you do, you have a great connection. Maybe 
it’s business, or romantic, or maybe spiritual, but it’s an 
easy flow. It’s really great. It makes you go “WOW, we are 
cut from the same cloth!” That’s rapport.

You’ve also certainly felt lack of rapport. It’s an 
uncomfortable conversation when you wish that you 
could just stop talking to someone. You’re missing each 
other like ships in the night. Words are coming out of your 
mouth, but they’re not creating the intended behavior. You 
may even breathe a sigh of relief once the conversation 
is over.

This kind of connection has probably been accidental 
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up to now. But it’s something that can be intentionally 
created with just about anyone at your will. It’s the kind 
of connection that makes people very suggestible…
and this is very useful for you. Once you create this 
connection, you’ll be able to get lots of what you want: 
selling more, getting first class upgrades, and talking 
you way out of traffic tickets.

Creating Rapport
Rapport is a process of combining your physi-

ology, tonality, and words to create feelings that 
you want. You do this by matching and mirroring.

Why do you want to match and mirror people? 
It’s simple. People like people who are like them. 
You’re activating the Same vs. Different filter.

Have you ever noticed how people with kids 
hang out, executives stick together, athletes show 
up in packs, and even dancers congregate? You 
rarely see a rich person who’s best friends with 
a homeless person. This is because people like 
to be with people who “get” them. These people 
understand their challenges and are on a similar 
path. No matter what path of life you’re on, you 
can create this feeling of commonality when you 
use matching and mirroring. That’s the key to 
persuasion!
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Matching and Mirroring
Matching and mirroring body language, tonality, 

and words create unconscious rapport. People are 
communicating all the time. It’s up to you to pay 
attention to what they’re doing and what message 
they’re sending. Most of us are so focused on ourselves 
that we don’t really see what goes on with other 
people. When you start to open up your awareness 
and pay attention to what’s going on outside of you, 
communication gets really different in a hurry.

Watch this video: The remaining body language 
discussion in this book will detail exactly what’s going 
on in it and why, so you can get what you want from 
almost anyone. 

http://youtu.be/J7Vel6YMVjg  

Matching happens when you make yourself like a 
non-mirror image to whoever you’re communicating 
with.
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These people are doing what looks like a non-mirror 
image to each other. They are both holding the glass in 
their right hand.

If a person is crossing his right arm over his left, you 
should cross your right arm over your left. 

If another person is standing with his weight on his 
right leg, your weight should be on your right leg. 

If he scratches his head with his right hand, you 
should also scratch your head with your right. 

When you’re facing the other person, however, it will 
look as though you’re doing the opposite.
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Mirroring happens when you make yourself look like 
your partner would look if he or she were to look in a 
mirror. 

In both of these pictures above, the subjects are 
mirroring. Notice how if they faced each other they’d 
seem to be looking in a mirror.

Or here’s how it can look in conversation:

To get into deeper application: 

If your partner is standing with his right hand on his 
hip, your left hand should be on your hip. 
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If your partner is scratching his right ear, you scratch 
your left.

Here’s a video you’ll really enjoy from NBC’s series 
The Office. See how people match and mirror and 
the result that’s created! Note: this video is in Flash. If 
you’re on an Apple mobile device it won’t work.

http://vimeo.com/55553622 

Matching and mirroring is where strategic use of 
body language really happens. You’ve got to be sly to 
pull it off. Make it like a game of adult copy cat. When 
they move, you casually wait several seconds and then 
make your corresponding move.

One Caveat
Use Matching 99% of the time. Mirroring can be too 

intense for some people. It can backfire and create a 
situation where they feel uncomfortable. Use mirroring 
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only if someone is standing symmetrically. You’ve got 
no other choice!

Behavioral Flexibility
We’re working on creating flexibility in your 

communication. Most of the time you’re communicating 
in your box. You just do whatever you do and hope for 
the best. As humans, we do for others what we’d like 
done for us. This isn’t always what the other person 
needs! The challenge is to learn how to get out of 
your box and do what others need. Flexibility in your 
communication is key.

Communication to this point has probably been 
all about you. It’s time to switch that. Communication 
should be about giving the other person your message 
in the way he or she needs to hear it. If you pay 
attention, you’ll understand how best to communicate 
to each person you come in contact with.

WARNING: You’re going to feel like you’re acting. 
That’s ok. Practice will quickly expand your behavioral 
flexibility and your comfort zone!

Physiological Signs of Rapport
Rapport is a feeling, and you will start to notice how 

it creates physiological changes in whomever you’re 
communicating with. If you look closely, you may notice 
their cheeks getting rosy. You may feel your own cheeks 
getting rosy, too! Their pupils may dilate. Their lower lip 
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may get just a little bit bigger. These are physiological 
clues so you know that you’ve created rapport. Watch 
closely! Rapport can happen in as little as five seconds, 
or it can take up to about five minutes to create. These 
physiological signs will follow accordingly. Sometimes 
people will say something like, “You remind me of my 
favorite niece,” or maybe they’ll apologize for being 
resistant when you first met them.

Leading—where true persuasion happens
After you’ve established rapport with a person, you 

can begin to lead them. Once you’re in rapport for about 
5-10 minutes, go ahead and do your own thing, don’t 
worry about what they’re doing. You’ll notice people will 
start to follow you.

You’ll notice when you scratch your head that they’ll 
scratch their head, too. When you shift in your seat, 
they’ll shift in theirs. When you cross your legs, they’ll 
cross theirs. I see this happen quite frequently with my 
individual clients and also in groups that I speak to.

At this point, they’re wide open to you and your ideas. 
Present your sales material. Or if you’ve been doing 
that, go for the close. When you do this, gently and 
easily nod your head. You’ll see them nod their head 
yes as well. Where the body goes, the mind will follow, 
and you’ve led them to essentially putting themselves 
in a positive state of mind toward you and your product. 
This is a VERY POWERFUL place to be. Make sure 
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that you’re using integrity and creating a win/win for 
you both.

The Magical 45 Degree Angle
One of the keys to persuasion and influence is to 

make yourself look as nonconfrontational as possible. 
One of the easiest things you can do is to change 
your body angle. Squaring up face-to-face is one of 
the most confrontational positions you can take. When 
you use this angle of address, somewhere in you and 
somewhere in the other person you’re creating deep, 
unconscious confrontation.

Addressing them at a 45-degree angle will ease 
the situation. No matter if you’re at a cocktail party, 
on a date or in the boardroom, you can always adjust 
yourself or your chair so that you can offset yourself to 
about a 45 degree angle and ease the situation.

There’s no need to set situations up to create 
unconscious confrontation. Be intentional when you 
arrange the chairs for your next business meeting!

FAQs

What if the person I’m matching and mirroring is 
angry?

You should match it. People want to know that you 
get them. If you get upset too (you may be acting), they 
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will settle down in short order. People want to know that 
you heard them. You want to match them and slowly 
lead them toward what you want, which most likely is 
a sense of calm. They’ll settle down as soon as they 
feel that you get where they’re at. If you don’t match 
them, they’ll continue yelling for longer than you’d like 
to hear it.

A very artful display of matching an angry person 
and diffusing it is shown in this video from Fox’s cartoon 
series, Bob’s Burgers.

Note: this video is in Flash. If you’re on an Apple 
mobile device it won’t work.

 To watch go to this link or follow the QR code  
http://vimeo.com/83949789 
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What if I get caught matching or mirroring people?

You won’t. I’ve been busted two times in fourteen  
years. Both times were in sales meetings for companies 
that might want to have me teach this to their staff.

What if the person talks with his hands?

When it’s your turn to talk, use your hands too. Try 
to enjoy the greater opportunity to match people who 
are animated.

What if they’re standing, and I’m sitting?

Stand up!

What about eye contact?

Some people have a “look to talk” rule. They’ve 
learned that if you’re talking to someone you should 
look that person right in the eyes. Some people may 
not have it, and they look around a lot while they talk. If 
the person you are matching and mirroring has a look-
to-talk rule and you don’t, just engage him and then 
look away. You’re giving him unconscious permission 
to look away while he talks.

How do you create rapport with a group?

I was once invited to attend a meeting with the heads 
of staff of a hospital. Unexpectedly, my main contact 
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and supporter didn’t attend, and so the team I met with 
didn’t pay much attention to me at first. They were very 
closed and wanted me to go away. All I did was match 
the body language of whoever was talking at the time. 
Slowly the whole group started to be open to what was 
being proposed. When the meeting ended, one of the 
hospital heads told me, “We are so sorry that we were 
so closed to you when you walked in.”

How I’ve Used Rapport
A business partner and I had been negotiating to 

buy a parking lot in downtown Denver. When we went 
to meet the seller—I’ll call him Bill—instantly we noticed 
he was completely burned out on work and maybe 
burned out on life. He was tired of working, he was 
tired of the parking lot, and he wanted nothing to do 
with my partner and I. Even though he’s the seller and 
we were trying to give him millions of dollars, he gave 
us complete resistance.

Tom, my business partner, asked him lots of  
questions. I silently sat and created rapport with Bill 
using my body language, crossing my arms and 
scowling. After about ten minutes, Bill started to open 
up. His arms uncrossed. He breathed easier. He began 
saying “yes” to all the questions that he had previously 
said “no” to. We left the meeting knowing that we had 
at least turned him in our direction, though we didn’t 
know if he’d sell us the lot or not.
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Several months later, as I was speaking with Bill on 
the phone and having a nice conversation, suddenly 
he said, “I’ll guarantee your loan at the bank.”

Surprised, I replied, “Great!” He then said, “I’ll tell you 
what else. I’ll do some seller-carry financing for you. 
I’ll carry $800,000.” Again, I said, “Great!” That meant 
that we didn’t need to get that amount from a bank or 
other investors. We were quickly transported from a 
situation that went from “absolutely no” a few months 
earlier to “absolutely yes.” This project got financed 
from the bank in the fall of 2008 in the middle of the 
biggest recession (hopefully) we’ll ever see. Almost 
no commercial projects were being approved. All of 
this happened from consciously creating unconscious 
rapport.

In our final negotiation with Bill, we set up the    
meeting room so that the layout was nonconfront-
ational, using 45 degree angles. When Bill walked in, 
the first thing he said was, “This contract is filled with 
things that never happen.” I looked at him and said, 
“Of course it is,” with a Cheshire Cat grin. I didn’t know 
what a contract should look like. I just negotiated what 
seemed like a good idea. I just got him saying “yes” to 
me. 

One line in the contract stipulated that we could 
assign the contract or sell it to someone prenegotiated. 
When Bill saw this line, he looked me in the eyes and 
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said, “Oh no, this contract is just for you,” meaning he 
wouldn’t make this deal for another party. He liked me 
so much that he wouldn’t give this deal to anyone else. 
This is when I knew that I had him in the palm of my 
hand.

Did we get everything we wanted? No, but we did 
get a good 90% of what we needed to get this deal 
done, and it was all thanks to unconscious rapport. It’s 
been worth millions of dollars.

Science proves it works
In a study headed by Marina Kousakava, assistant 

professor of psychology at Leyden University in the 
Netherlands, students were each paired for 10 minutes 
with a research assistant, who either did or did not subtly 
imitate some of their actions, such as leaning forward 
or playing with a pen. When this copying didn’t happen, 
levels of the stress hormone cortisol rose, especially 
among those who felt a strong need to belong. Such 
imitation can help build rapport, the researchers say.

Try it for yourself!

EXERCISE
While your partner tells a short 2–3 minute story, match 

and mirror him or her. Remember, your movements 
should be subtle. Just gently match what your partner 
does. Remember to use the 45 degree angle, too.
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Notice how you feel when you match. How do you 
feel when you mirror? Matching will create a comfortable 
feeling. Mirroring is much more intense. 

Summary…
• Rapport is a natural process that can be 

intentionally created through physically matching 
and mirroring people.

• Use matching 99% of the time-it’s less intense
• Use a 45-degree angle of address
• Match people’s anger and don’t let yours get out 

of control
• Leading can happen in as little as a few minutes. 

When you see others match your movements, 
you will easily be able to get agreement
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Chapter 6

Auditory 
Communication

   

In this chapter…

 • Flexibility in verbal language

 • Find your favored communication style

 • Use the right words to persuade every style

What if you’re on the phone? What if you can’t see 
who you’re communicating with? Now, we’re going into 
the auditory part or communication. Remember, rapport 
is a combination of physiology, tonality, and words. 
And persuasion happens much more easily when you 
unconsciously tell people ,”I’m just like you”.

You can be just as flexible in your auditory 
communication as you are in your body language. The 
easiest thing to match is the speed of speech. Most 
likely, until now people who speak at a different speed 
than you have been annoying to you, especially if they 
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speak really slowly. Instead of saying to yourself, “Wow, 
that’s freakin’ irritating. I want to strangle you,” your use 
of flexibility puts you into a place where you can meet 
them right where they’re at. You’ll understand their 
needs more deeply and be able to reach agreement 
more easily.

So. If someone speaks really slowly, you speak
really slowly.

If they’re really breathy, you be really breathy.

If they speak really quickly, you speak really 
quickly.

Go ahead and listen to this audio to get a feel for 
different paces of speech. 

 

Once you get rapport in this manner, you can use 
the same principles outlined in the section on leading 
to gradually bring them to your preferred pace of 
speech. The same way that people’s body language 
will follow yours once you’ve gotten into rapport, their 
pace of speech will, too. Once you’ve got rapport, just 
gradually start to speed up or slow down your pace of 
speech to what’s comfortable for you. You’ll find the 

http://tinyurl.com/njxjxuh 
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other person will follow your change of pace. This is 
the time that they’re really suggestible so present your 
idea to get agreement on now!

Behavioral Indicators
People’s pace of speech is a great indicator of 

how they process information and can also indicate 
behavioral tendencies. Being able to profile people in 
this way is one of the most valuable skills to have in 
your persuasion and influence toolkit. Once you have 
insight into their thoughts, you’ll know what information 
you need to give them to effectively change their 
behavior and get lots more of what you want.

But before we dive into others’ thought processes, 
take this quiz so you can understand your own 
communication and corresponding behavior more 
deeply. Do yourself a favor and DON’T read ahead 
until you take this test or you’ll influence the accuracy 
of your results.

Communication Preference Test 
For each of the following statements, please place a 

number next to every phrase. Use the following system 
to indicate your preferences:

4 = closest to describing you
3 = next best description
2 = next best
1 = least descriptive of you
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1. I make important decisions based on:
____ gut level feelings
____ which way sounds the best
____ what looks best to me
____ precise review and study of the issues

2. During an argument, I am most likely to be
    influenced by:
____ the other person’s tone of voice
____ whether or not I can see the other person’s
      point of view
____ the logic of the other person’s argument
____ whether or not I am in touch with the other 

person’s true feelings

3. I most easily communicate what is going on 
    with me by:
____ the way I dress and look
____ the feelings I share
____ the words I choose
____ my tone of voice

4. It is easiest for me to:
____ Find the ideal volume and tuning on a 
         stereo system
____ Select the most intellectually relevant point
         in an interesting subject
____ Select the most comfortable furniture
____ Select rich, attractive color combinations
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5.
____ I am very attuned to the sounds of my
         surroundings
____ I am very adept at making sense of new
         facts and data
____ I am very sensitive to the way articles of
         clothing feel on my body
____ I have a strong response to colors and to 
         the way a room looks

Communication Preference TEST  2
Step One: Copy your answers from the previous 

page:

1. ____K
  ____A
  ____V
  ____Ad

2. ____ A
    ____ V
    ____ Ad
    ____ K

3. ____V
    ____ K
    ____ Ad
    ____ A

4. ____ A
    ____ Ad
    ____ K
    ____ V

 5. ____ A
     ____ Ad
     ____ K
     ____ V

Step Two: Add the numbers associated with each 
letter. There are 5 entries for each letter.
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Before we talk about what your answers mean, know 
that this test is not designed to attach a strict label 
to anyone. It’s to give you a general idea about your 
communication style and other people’s styles. None 
of the systems is better than the others. They all have 

1.

2.

 

3.

4.

5.

Total

V                 A                 K                Ad
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a ton of value. Don’t get down on yourself because 
you’re not more of one and not enough of another. Your 
favored representational system can shift over time 
and can depend on the context of what you’re doing at 
any given moment. This test is designed to give you a 
snapshot of where you are now.

Visual (V)
Visual people are concerned with how something 

looks. You can always pick them out because they’re 
dressed really nicely and look put together. Things 
around them are typically neat and in order. They tend 
to be thin.

Here’s a great pic of guys who are visual. See how 
they’re all lean and look sharp? It’s a dead giveaway.

When you’re presenting visual people with choices 
or negotiating a deal, ask, “How does that look to you?” 
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That’s the information they’re interested in. If you ask 
them, “How’s that feel to you?” they may not know how 
to answer. You may get a general answer that isn’t 
meaningful.

When structuring your language, remember that 
it’s up to you to give people information in the way 
they need to hear it. The extent that you don’t is the 
extent that you will lose them in conversation. This can 
be really important if you only have a few minutes to 
talk with someone. By knowing their representational 
system information, you can quickly understand what 
they need and speak to that. 

Visual people are quick. They tend to speak quickly. 
They think quickly. If you slow down, their mind is 
going to wander. You’ve got to keep them engaged and 
entertained. They will change the subject once they 
understand your point.

Visual people tend to be speculators and gamblers. 
They’re different than people who want to plan and 
invest, so when you’re going to close the deal, you can 
choose to use this appropriately. If you close with “Let’s 
plan some strategies to get this deal done for you,” 
that’s really not going to work for visual people. Visual 
people are going to respond to phrases like, “You’re 
going to want to be ready to take advantage of this 
opportunity.” Or, “This is a sure bet.”
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Fine-Tuning Your Sensory Acuity
Because you’re doing the exercises and your 

sensory acuity is starting to rise, you’re going to want 
to notice how people breathe. Visual people breathe 
from the top of their lungs. They take shorter breaths.

Milton Erickson was the foremost hypnotist of our 
time. He’s the one who in 1953, got hypnosis approved 
as a treatment by the American Medical Association. 
He was so good that he could see someone’s pulse in 
their ankle from across the room. You can start to get 
that good in your sensory acuity.

It’s easy to tell where people breathe from. Some 
people take big, slow breaths from the bottom of their 
lungs. They are kinesthetic. Visual people breathe from 
the top. Start to notice it.

Are stress and where you breathe from correlated? 
Sometimes people who are stressing out breathe from 
the top of their lungs. Yes, sometimes—but not all the 
time. It’s a huge assumption to think that everyone 
does things the same way. Everyone is different, and 
it’s up to you to notice the differences.

Auditory (A)
Auditory people are interested in how things sound. 

They’re the musicians of the world. The can repeat 
back to you what you just said. They learn by listening. 
They get easily distracted by noise. It’s easy to hurt 
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them with the wrong tone. They’ll talk to themselves. 
They like sequence and order. They like to be told 
how they’re doing. They breathe in the middle of their 
chest.

You’ll see auditory people doing things like this.

They’re only mildly interested in how things look, 
such as their house, their clothes, and even their hair. 
I’m very auditory. My friends used to make fun of me 
because I had a tiny TV and a huge sound system. 
Until they pointed it out, I never realized that’s what I 
had set up!

You’ll want to ask auditory people things like, “How 
does that sound to you?” They’ll say, “Clear as a bell.” 
You want to listen to their predicates (see the list on 
the pages that follow). You really will hear these words 
come out of their mouth!
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Kinesthetic (K)
People with strongly kinesthetic representational 

systems talk very slowly. They breathe really deeply. 
They are mechanics, chefs, carpenters; or any 
occupation where you use your hands. They can take 
something apart and put it back together. They like 
touch and the way things feel. They can be sloppy 
dressers as in the pictures below.

They’ll show up in sweat pants wherever they go 
and look just like the pictures below. They’re likely to be 
heavy. They move slowly. They like planning strategies. 
They don’t like to gamble.

The easiest way to identify them is to listen to how 
they speak. Their pace is just a little bit slower than 
average. They can really irritate people who speak 
quickly. They’re going to like it when you meet them 
where they are and match their pace, because not 
many people will. If you speak too quickly to them, 
they’ll glaze over and none of what you say will go in. 
You won’t know that they understand your point unless 
you ask.
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Artists usually have a high kinesthetic component. 
They get inspired and go with the flow of their feelings, 
almost as if by magic. It’s important to understand 
that this type of inspiration is a feeling. Even though it 
doesn’t happen for me with art, now I understand it and 
really appreciate it. It’s amazing.

Native and indigenous cultures tend to be more 
kinesthetic. They move slowly and are are more apt 
to run late. When you know that about people, you’ll 
know what to be ready for.  You can be understanding 
and accepting of their habits.   It can take kinesthetic 
people a while to get their feelings into verbal language 
so others can get it. That’s just because they feel so 
deeply. I know to be ready for a long conversation 
when going into any communication with them….and 
I can enjoy it!

Auditory Digital (Ad)
These are the engineers, lawyers, finance people, 

and computer programmers of the world. They like 
logic and criteria. They like what makes sense. They 
like to crunch numbers. They want to know the details 
of how things work. Auditory digital people can exhibit 
characteristics of all of the other representational 
systems. They can be a little trickier to identify; the 
easiest way is to just ask what they do for a living.

How are you going to communicate with these 
different types of people? You’ll do it with word lists. 
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Make a copy of the predicate list and carry it around 
with you. Memorize it. Listen to what people say and 
communicate with them in their language. These are 
the actual words they’ll use.

PREDICATE LIST
VISUAL

See
Look
View
Appear
Show
Dawn

AUDITORY
Hear
Listen
Sound
Make music
Harmonize

KINESTHETIC
Feel
Touch
Grasp
Get a hold of
Slip through

AUDITORY DIGITAL
Experience
Understand
Think
Learn
Process

Here are some common behaviors of each.

VISUAL:  
Memorize by seeing
Not distracted by noise
Trouble remembering
Mind tends to wander
Talks fast
Interested in how things look
Use “ I see what you’re saying”
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“It just dawned on me”
“It’s foggy”
“It’s unclear”

ASKS: 
How does this look?

PATTERNS: 
Speaks quickly
Requires less detail to process info
They get it when they change the subject
Speculators/gamblers
Stands up straight
Breathes from the top of their lungs
Sits forward in their chair
Less likely to be heavy
Dresses nicely

LIKELY BEHAVIORS/BELIEFS:
• Focuses on the future and possibility- 
  (6-12 month future focus)

• Thinks the details will handle themselves  
   and moves on to the next thing

• Cares mostly about themselves and their image

• Big picture, strategy focus

• Can easily think others are idiots
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• Doesn’t automatically like you and your ideas— 
  wants you to prove it

• Very observant of their surroundings and  
   can be very judgmental

• Often very confident & competent

AUDITORY: 
Distracted by noise—can get confused
Can repeat back to you
Learns by listening
Likes music
Tone of voice is important
Easy to hurt them with the wrong tone
Use “We make beautiful music together
“That rings a bell”
“I hear ya”
“That guy is going deaf”

ASKS: How does this sound?

PATTERNS: 
Talks to self, may move lips
Repeats things back easily
Likes sequential order to things
Likes to be told how they’re doing
Sometimes likes to be told what to do
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LIKELY BEHAVIORS/BELIEFS:
Automatically likes you and your ideas
In the now—not future focused
Wants to be loved and adored
Likes freedom and fun—structure kills
Likes do-it-yourself—production-oriented

KINESTHETIC:  
Talks slowly
Responds to touch
Memorizes by doing

ASKS: 
Does it feel right?

PATTERNS: 
Long, deliberate long phrases
Complicated sentences
Extensive detail to process info
Won’t tell you they understand unless you ask
Likes investing vs. gambling

LIKELY BEHAVIORS/BELIEFS
Automatically likes you and your ideas 
Lives in the now. Not future-focused at all
Wants to be loved and adored
Likes to get hands dirty —production oriented
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AUDITORY DIGITAL: 
Can exhibit characteristics of the others
These are the engineers of the world
Likes detail and criteria, structure and order

ASKS: 
“Does it make sense?”

PATTERNS: 
Very smart and knows a little bit  

     about everything
Can be so ‘in their head’ they don’t relate 
well socially
Curious
Always looking for structure

LIKELY BEHAVIORS/BELIEFS
Likes repetition and clear-cut pathways
Dominant need for happiness is certainty
Loves to plan and follow the plan
Often has do–it-yourself objectivity
Can get overwhelmed with details.
Thinks 90 days+ into the future
Doesn’t automatically like you and your ideas— 

     wants you to objectively prove it
Can be very judgmental
Can be unaware of surroundings
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Reaching Everyone
Many individuals operate from each category at 

different times. The question is, How are you going to 
reach most of the people most of the time? If you don’t 
know, just pepper words from each category into your 
conversations and presentations. It’s using the shotgun 
approach, but at least you’ll reach them somewhere!

Need to practice? There’s never a time that you can’t 
practice picking out people’s primary representational 
system. It’s fun to go to airports and malls to look around 
and guess who’s in what category.

You can’t know anyone until you know yourself. Which 
representational system did you score the highest on? 
Now that you know your own representational system 
and have an idea of how others operate, wouldn’t it be 
handy to know which rep system your spouse uses? 
Opposites attract, so it’s probably different than yours. 
By using new words in addition to new body language, 
you’ll be able to connect with him or her differently and 
more deeply.

Using Your Word Lists
Familiarize yourself with the lists and you’ll soon be 

able to understand others differently. You may feel like 
you’re speaking a foreign language at first, and you 
mostly are. But you’ll be able to go to someone else’s 
“page” and meet them where they are. They’ll like that 
a lot. You’ll feel the connection right away.
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Say you’re an artist or work in an art gallery. How 
would you use representational system knowledge to 
sell your art? It’s easy. Say something like, “Won’t it feel 
great to take this home and see it on your wall?” You’ve 
covered two rep systems at once, and you’re painting 
a picture in their mind and creating great feelings at the 
same time!

Remember, communication is not about you. It’s 
about them. Give people what they need when they 
need it.

EXERCISE: 
Learning to use the predicates.

Enlist the help of a friend or partner who has a 
different communication preference than yours. Try to 
“sell” him or her something, such as a watch, a pen, or 
whatever item is near. Sell it using words that connect 
with his or her communication system. (It’s OK to use 
your cheat sheets.) You may feel like you’re speaking 
a foreign language; this is fine. The point is to increase 
your comfortable level when communicating the way 
others need to hear it.
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Summary…
• Everyone has a preferred communication style—

discover it quickly by profiling their body type, 
dress, job and word selection

• Be flexible in the words you use—pick them to 
match others’ styles—you may feel like you’re 
speaking a foreign language!

• No style is better or worse than another

• Practice profiling people 

• Practice using words from all styles so they roll 
off your tongue easily
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Chapter 7

The Use of 
Negatives, Magic 
Words and Phrases 
and Future Pacing
In this chapter…

• Use negative words to guide and direct 
  other’s minds

• Four magic words and phrases

• Let people convince themselves with future
  pacing

Negatives
Did you know your unconscious mind can’t process 

a negative? In order for a negative to make sense to 
our minds, it makes a picture of what we don’t want 
and then tries to get rid of it. Pictures in our minds lead 
to feelings and result in behaviors. So paint the picture 
of what you want!
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Consider yourself an artist, painting pictures in the 
minds of others. You’re always painting pictures in your 
mind and also in the minds of others. You may or may 
not be aware of it at the time. Are you telling yourself 
and others what you want, or what you don’t want?

Listen to this audio: 

http://tinyurl.com/pn35hq9

You get what you focus on, so focus on what you 
want. The easiest way to do that is to say exactly what 
you want to yourself and to others. You might have 
to stop and rephrase things until you get used to it. It 
makes a difference!

Some alternative phrasing to the quotes in the audio 
link above might sound like this:

I really want this to be a peaceful and effective 
conversation.

I’m going to make this sale.
I’m going to hang on to the pack.
Be sure-footed.
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We weren’t brought up this way. So changing may 
take some effort, but it’s effort worth doing because it 
can dramatically affect other’s behavior!

Using Magic Words and Phrases
The key to verbal persuasion is to guide and direct 

other’s minds. When you make efforts to paint the 
picture of exactly what you want them to do or how 
you want them to feel, you’re dramatically raising the 
probability that they’ll do it. And they’ll think it’s their 
idea. And let’s face it, people like their ideas lots better 
than they like yours!

With these magic words and phrases, you can 
embed exactly what you want them to do into your 
language in a way that they may or may not realize. 
Several are listed here. You have our friendly hypnotist 
Milton Erickson to thank for your results.

Magic Phrase: “I’d like to suggest”
Saying, “Can I suggest,” leaves open the option of 

replying “no.” And you want them to say yes! Suggesting 
is a much more gentle way to say what you want. It 
lowers resistance to your directive. 

So if you’re selling art, you might say this:
“I’d like to suggest that you see how this would look 

on your wall now and notice how great you feel about 
it.”
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Magic Phrase: “Notice” or “Notice How”
“Notice how” is different from “can you.” “Can you” 

leaves room for question. “I want you to” leaves room 
for them to say no. “Notice how”’ is just guiding and 
directing their thoughts.

Here’s an example. “Notice how you can take this 
home now and feel really good about it,” creates a very 
different feeling from, “I want you to take this home 
now” or “Do you want to take this home now?” Using 
this secret phrase will get the result you want.

Magic Phrase: “You Can”
When you put ‘you can’ in front of any action, you’re 

forcing whoever you’re speaking with to create a 
picture of themselves doing that action in their mind. 
Remember, where the mind goes, the body will follow. 

So when you say things like, “You can approve this 
now,” you’ll get completely different results than when 
you say, “Can you approve this now?” When you use 
a gentle tonality, you can make what seems like a 
command into a subtle way to make your idea theirs.

Magic Word: “Now”
Using the word “now” enables you to embed subtle 

commands into what sounds like a normal phrase. 
Remember, you’re always guiding and directing others’ 
minds, so why not use these embedded commands to 
have them own your ideas?
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Someone says to you, “It’s so hard to make a 
decision.”

You say, “Yes, it is, unless you make it easy, and 
you can notice right now how easy it is to make that 
decision now and have fun with it.”

What’s the secret phrase (or embedded command) 
part of the above phrase? There are actually two: “you 
can notice right now” and “make that decision now.”

Just fill in the blank: “It’s easy to … now.” Example: 
“It’s easy to hire me now.” Or, “You’re going to want 
to sell me this parking lot now because I’m the most 
qualified buyer.”

Pacing and tonality are super-important with the 
magic words and phrases. Be sure to listen to this 
audio so you get the feel of it. 

        http://tinyurl.com/nnwjj3l 

How I’ve Used Magic Words
I used magic words quite frequently in our 

negotiations to buy the parking lot. We slipped “notice 
how you could just sell us this parking lot now” into our 
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conversations as many times as we reasonably could. 
The seller had four or five potential buyers. We are the 
ones who ended up with the contract. Coincidence? I 
think not.

When I sell my books from the stage during a 
speaking engagement, I’ll hold the book up and say, 
“I’d like to suggest that you notice how easy it is to just.. 
buy a copy now for yourself. I’ll regularly get mobbed by 
people wanting to buy books at my table after I speak. 
Sometimes I’ll even have a line around the corner! It’s 
because I’ve taken the time to guide and direct their 
minds towards a purchase.

Future Pacing
When selling, you may want to fully immerse your client 

in the emotions they’ll have at the time they’ll be actually 
using the product. These emotions can be intensely 
positive and can assist you in making the sale. 

Just ask a question about how they’ll feel in the 
future when they see, hear or feel certain things. This 
causes your clients to paint a picture in their minds of 
what it will be like in the future using your product.

For example, I coached wedding dress sales 
consultants to say things like. “Look at that neckline. 
How are you going to feel when you look at your 
pictures 20 years from now and see that it never went 
out of style and it’s just as beautiful as today?”
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I coached car salesmen to say things like, “How are 
you going to feel when you get in that car after work, 
turn the key and hear the rumble of that engine?”

Or

“How are you going to look driving through the 
mountains on a nice summer day in this?”

I’ve coached insurance salespeople to say things 
like, “How great does it feel to know you’re protecting 
yourself and your family now?”

And for myself, when I’m selling my speaking 
services, I tell meeting planners, ”Won’t it feel great 
when you hear excited people leaving my talk at your 
conference saying, ‘Wow I really enjoyed that!’?”

Notice that all of these statements appeal to the 
senses and use the visual, auditory, kinesthetic and 
auditory-digital communication preferences. When you 
craft your language to create positive future emotions, 
you’ll make their buying decision today much more 
likely.
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Summary

• Every word you say paints a picture in others’ 
minds—use them wisely to persuade.

• The unconscious mind can’t process a negative.
 
• Use the hypnotic magic words and phrases 

strategically to make people believe your ideas 
are theirs.

• Future-pace your clients so they see the benefits 
if your product themselves—they’ll convince 
themselves it’s a good buy!
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Chapter 8

Putting It All 
Together-
The Body Language 
for Profits System
In this chapter…

• Exactly how and when to use all the tools   
you’ve learned

  
• The best strategy for practice

This system encompasses many facets of body 
language and verbal language to give you more insights 
into yourself and your client. It can seem overwhelming 
to take in all at once.

With practice you’ll be able to do it all at once! But 
the key is to practice. Use of these skills can net you 
literally millions of dollars. Not paying attention to these 
things can result in wasted time, missed opportunities 
you’ll never know about, and leave you broke and even 
unemployed.
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You might take one week to pay attention to each 
segment. Interpreting body language, noticing your own, 
matching, profiling, using different body language. 

Rewrite a few of the lines that you regularly use to 
incorporate the four different communication styles. 
Practice them until they roll off your tongue easily. 

Layering it all in
Once you’re gaining traction with each of the 

skills, it’s time to put them all together for your sales 
presentation. Here’s how most of my clients work the 
system:

1. Match your client’s body language and interpret 
what they’re really thinking based on what you 
see.

2. Listen to their words to profile their 
communication style and typical behaviors

3. Find some common ground to chitchat about 
(using their profile for typical behavior, likes and 
dislikes) and gain rapport 

4. Ask about their needs

5. Now is when you can usually quit matching and 
do your own, natural movements
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6. Spin your description of the product and sales 
pitch to fill their needs and their communication 
style. Answer the questions they’ve verbalized 
and the ones you know they have based on their 
profile.

7. Once they’re seriously considering a purchase, 
future-pace them

8. Use magic words and phrases to go for the 
close

Having a system like this makes incorporating 
everything you’ve learned a lot more simple. Notice 
how it’s a natural progression that gradually moves 
from focus on them to focus on your product. It never 
focuses on you as an individual, which is key. When 
you pay attention to others in this way, you’ll make 
yourself magnetic. People will love you and they won’t 
know why. And this transfers over to your product!

This attention to others’ specific unspoken needs, 
wants and desires translates in their minds to charisma. 
They’ll feel you’re very approachable and maybe even 
non-judgmental. Strangers will tell you things that 
they’ve never told anyone before. Opportunities will 
come your way that surprise even you. And you’ll be 
empowered to create exactly what you want both in 
business and personal life.
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Yes, it’s shifting the way you do business. And 
hopefully it shifts the way you view yourself. Hopefully 
it shifts your entire perception of the world. 

There’s lots of information out there if you only take 
the time to pay attention. It can make the world a new 
and fun place to be, unraveling mysteries and revealing 
their meaning to you in ways that are beneficial to you 
and everyone you meet.

Summary….

• Practice every tool outlined so you’re able to do 
them concurrently.

• This is a system, so it’s important to do things in 
order until you get good enough to make it your 
own.

• If you don’t use it, it’s guaranteed NOT to work!
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Chapter 9

Overall Review and Tips

In this section: 

• Quick review from each chapter

• The most important concepts to implement  
       and perfect for your success

Get in the game!
For this system to really work for you, it’s important 

to commit it not only to memory, but to use it in every 
area of your life. Then it will become natural. Don’t do 
it sometimes. Live it, breathe it and be flexible in your 
communication all the time.

The #1 thing to take away from this book is to pay 
attention! All the information you need to know about 
your client is hidden in plain view. 

If you don’t want to practice reading body language 
on your friends and clients, watch reality TV, talk 
shows or the news…anywhere that people are filmed 
candidly. You’ll see body language tells much more 
easily when you can just watch without being involved 
in the conversation.
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This information can be overwhelming to incorporate. 
The best practice strategy for matching is to focus on 
one body part at a time. Just take a week and match 
people’s hand gestures. Take another week and match 
their legs and feet, take another week to match their 
pace of speech. Then it’s easy to put them all together. 
It won’t take long to be very natural at taking on others’ 
movements and personality.

You’ll become much, much more persuasive when 
you’re nonjudgmental. When you stop making people 
right or wrong, good or bad, you can simply ask yourself, 
“What must be going on in their mind to create that 
behavior?” and “What situation or belief would make 
their behavior understandable?’ These questions let 
you try on the other person’s world and understand 
them more deeply. When you have that understanding, 
they are much easier to persuade.

Every word paints a picture in your client’s mind. 
Every. Single. Word. 

MIRRORINGMATCHING
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Sloppy verbal communication is worse than sloppy 
body language. When you make yourself like an artist 
and tell people exactly what you want them to do (not 
what you don’t want them to do) in the way they need to 
hear it, your chances of them accepting your suggestion 
and doing what you want are stratospheric. 

When you want people to convince themselves to 
do business with you, just future-pace them. Paint 
the picture in their mind of how great a certain future 
situation will be as a result of doing business with you. 
Remember to use all of the communication styles in 
your descriptions of that future event. Just say, “What’s 
it going to be like when…. (fill in a situation with the 
use of your product here)?” Or “What’s it going to feel 
like when….”  Or “ How happy are you going to be 
when…”

Memorize and practice using the magic words and 
phrases until they come out of your mouth easily and 
elegantly. These can be the key to getting others to 
accept your suggestions.

The unconscious mind can’t process a negative. So 
tell people what you want, not what you don’t. You may 
need to stop mid sentence and rephrase what’s about 
to come out of your mouth. That’s ok. Just tell people 
what you want.
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When you profile people, you should be able to 
quickly determine a few generalizations about them: 
how quickly they process information, how much 
information they need, what unspoken questions are 
in their minds.
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About the Author

Traci Brown learned the importance of body 
language during her career as an elite amateur and 
pro cyclist. Rarely the strongest racer in the pack, she 
had to learn to know her competetion better than they 
knew themselves in order to outsmart them and win. 
Their body language told her everything she needed 
to know about their strengths and weaknesses, and on 
a few days when it counted she won big, taking home 
three US Collegiate National Championships.

A study of Neuro Linguistics started Traci on the path 
of a deeper study of body language for persuasion and 
influence. Paying attention to the nuances of people’s 
behavior turned out to be quite useful in business—
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Traci found she could use the tools to persuade almost 
anyone and reach agreement quickly. 

Now she travels the country teaching strategic body 
language for unconscious persuasion to associations, 
sales teams and corporations. She teaches lawyers how 
to pick and persuade a jury based on body language. 
And she’s even adapted the tools to talk her way out of 
an embarassing number of traffic tickets.

Traci is a frequent guest on TV and radio, interpreting 
the body language of criminals and politicians. Many 
times these qualities describe the same person! To 
watch Traci’s most recent TV interviews, visit www.
BodyLanguageTrainer.com.

Traci holds a business degree from the University 
of Colorado. She’s a Master Practitioner of Neuro 
Linguistics, hypnosis and Hawaiian huna. She’s the 
author of Body Language Confidential.


